The Natures of Public Protest
The picture here on the left is of the Parkman Bandstand at the Boston Commons. The
picture to the right is of the BU rock, located on the BU beach right behind Marsh Plaza. What
might these two things have in common? Protest. The Parkman Bandstand, constructed in 1912
has frequently been a center for protest and political activity. Located on the Boston Common,
the oldest city park in the United States, the Bandstand has been a part of many of history’s most
important political demonstrations. From protesting American involvement in the Vietnam War
in 1965 to protesting the malicious murder of George Floyd as part on the Black Lives Matter
Movement in 2020, the Bandstand has seen it all. With a long history of political activity, the
Parkman Bandstand embodies the word protest as hundreds if not thousands of individuals
gather here to loudly and passionately express their outrage over certain world events. The BU
rock, although not a frequent place and/or tool for protest, has recently been used to display
outrage to protest conditions imposed and enforced by the Boston University Administration.
The rock, commonly tagged via spray paint by various sororities and fraternities at BU, was used
to express student’s opinions regarding a social issue. The pieces of printer paper covering the
BU rock read “my body, my choice,” “BU: end forced testing,” “masks = inhumane,” and “end
medical tyranny.” Individuals used the rock as a tool to protest the mandatory masking and
testing required by the BU Administration. These two images both depict and embody the word
“protest.” The Parkman Bandstand and the BU rock, two starkly different vehicles and tools for
protest, were and are used by individuals or groups to express their opinions in their own way.
While those who protested at the Bandstand did so loudly and proudly in large groups, those who
protested at the rock did so quietly, hidden behind words printed on papers plastered on the rock.

